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It has indeed been an awesome opener on the new tier of Raiding for Flaskaholics. Everyone
has stepped up and joined in our efforts to try as much as we can this time around, to not fall
behind, but rather be on the ball and squeeze out that little bit of extra so that we're in line with
the upper crust on Kilrogg. Wowprogress lists us as realm first for killing Hagara the
Stormbinder
on
normal difficulty for 10 man. As you can see, that puts us at 1670 in DA WORLD for killing her
on normal 10 man. That's worth a WUUUUUUUUUUUT!!! Remember though, some guilds
probably slack at updating themselves - but either way - this is nice work from a small guild
such as ourselves.
There are a lot of things happening these days. Most of us have been through the pains of
some of those LFRs, where people seem to learn how to just ninjapull their way to iLvl 384s, but
meh - I guess these can be used by ourselves for gearing up our alts as well as an introduction
to some of the base mechanics of the fights. We should most definately dive into LFR when
they open the latter part of Dragon Soul on there, which means people can get a sneakpeek at
mechanics and, of course, might get some gear upgrades.
We also have Meldrith still working to gather the last Seething Cinders needed for completing
Time Grows Short
, so that he can move on to the last steps of comleting the questline for his Legendary
Dragonwrath, Tarecgosa's Rest
.
With the new patch, we also had the introduction of a new legendary questline, for rogues only.
Someone's gonna get new ticklingsticks!!! We have Euphemia working on those, with her
wonderful Flaskies helping her out where need be. No wonder she's keen on these, just have a
look at these babies: Golad, Twilight of Aspects and Tiriosh, Nightmare of Ages ! Still a long,
long way to go though. At the moment, she is working on the
Cluster Clutch
. She has been getting 4
Shadowy Gems
from each bosskill in Dragon Soul. She needs 333. You do the maths...
In addition to all this, we have fought ourselves to 5 bosses down in the new Dragon Soul raid
instance, and we've kept up the work on heroic modes in T12 Firelands. We now seem to be in
control of a certain bird in there, and killed Alysrazor on heroic mode, giving us the nice
achievement
. Moving on to oneshotting Majordomo on heroic and taking down Raggy (normal, ofc) with
ease just really felt good!
AWESOME work, everyone - now get going on testing out the new option to comment on
articles here at www.flaskaholics.com, please. Remember, you have to be logged in to be able
to post a comment :)
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